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08:00 AM
COSMETIC BRAND COLLECTIONS Beauty will save the world.

We are not talking about art and nature. Salvation will come from beauty that 

we see every day around us when we are in a good mood.

The day seems brighter than usual, the coffee tastes better, the news are 

positive. It is the beauty of the little things that we like to spread in your 

hotel: crystals that dissolve in water, soaps that become mousses, soft and 

scented creams.

The play of water and its vapors, the rich foams, the cold alternating with 

the hot: every day is the best excuse to smile at the world.
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anatomē is a holistic wellness brand that harnesses the power of botanicals

and science to support your wellbeing. We are dedicated to supporting 

modern life, helping you find balance through personalised advice and an 

exquisite product collection.

The modern world is stressful, so we need support and encouragement 

to achieve a balanced, happy life. Our collection has been developed by 

an expert team of nutritionists, aromachologists and sleep experts to help 

support your physical and emotional wellbeing.

Throughout our collection you will discover a finely tuned range of essential

oils, health supplements and natural skincare made with active botanical 

ingredients. Our products support recovery + sleep, energy , mindfulness 

and overall wellbeing.

Created in 2018 by Brendan Murdock, the anatomē stores are located in 

London’s exclusive neighborhoods and retailed in some of the worlds finest stores.
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Just like the grapes that make up a fine wine, the oil extracts are 

carefully selected from an optimum, nourishing environment. 

Each of our elixir oils contains a blend of essential oil extracts 

distilled into a single compound derived from seeds, bark, 

stems, roots, flowers and plant leaves of plants.

We have created a bath + body collection to support ‘Night 

and Day’ rituals, botanical blends to sooth and relax, alongside 

blends to energize and invigorate.

TOP NOTES
Sicilian Lemon, Orange, 

Green Mandarin, 
Calabrian Bergamot

 
MIDDLE NOTES
French Lavender, 

Geranium Bourbon, 
Neroli Tunesia, 

Eucalyptus

BASE NOTES
Cedar Wood Virginia, 
Patchouli Indonesia, 

Guaiac Wood 
Paraguay, Vetyver Haiti, 

Sandalwood

WELLNESS
ANATOMĒ | WELLNESS

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box* 30 g / 1.05 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL AM

SHOWER GEL PM

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION AM

BODY LOTION PM

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL AM

SHOWER GEL PM

HAND & BODY CREAM AM

HAND & BODY CREAM PM

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH
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ANATOMĒ | WELLNESS

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

SQUARED IN BOX

SHOWER GEL AM ALUMINIUM TUBE 

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION AM ALUMINIUM TUBE
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The roots of Claus Porto stretch back to 1887, when two German gentlemen 

arrived in a beautiful, historic Portuguese city. The marriage of these two 

European identities led to the creation of a renowned house of beauty and 

fragrance that celebrated its 130th anniversary in 2017.

The brand built its name on hand-crafted soaps infused with fine fragrances 

that draw on ingredients from Portugal’s countryside. The products are 

imbued with an artisan’s heart and soul and wrapped by hand displaying 

beautiful art work. 

Through 130 years and 4 generations, Claus Porto developed its unique 

expertise in soaps, colognes, scented candles, home diffusers or men 

grooming products, crafting a philosophy of authenticity and an incredible 

portfolio of colourful hand-made labels and design patterns, each with its 

own unique personality.
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An uplifting aroma for guaranteed well-being. Banho’s zesty, 

revitalizing fragrance will exhilarate your senses and leave your 

skin with a subtly delectable scent. Deliciously fresh, this breezy 

fragrance is a stimulating citrus feast of lemon, orange, mandarin, 

verbena and basil, given added depth with musk and hints of 

vanilla. Ideal for a refreshing and invigorating wash. Cleansing 

and softening your skin. Long-lasting but subtle perfume.

TOP NOTES
Mint

 
MIDDLE NOTES

Lemon and Verbena

BASE NOTES
Musk and Vanilla

BANHO
CLAUS PORTO | BANHO

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped* 25 g / 0.88 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO 

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

* available on request
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CLAUS PORTO | BANHO

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 25 g / 0.88 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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Honest, Genuine, Trustworthy.

Nestled in the tiny neighborhood of Greenwich Village in New York City, 

C.O. Bigelow is the landmark apothecary that has been a fixture of New 

York City culture since 1838. 

For nearly two centuries, Bigelow has been a destination for the Country’s 

most prominent personalities, from Thomas Edison and Eleanor Roosevelt 

to modern film stars and esteemed writers, musicians, and artists.

Inspired by actual formularies and therapeutic ingredients from our archives, 

C.O. Bigelow’s personal care products combine centuries-old, proven formulas 

with modern remedies sourced globally. In keeping with our longstanding 

mantra of “Honest, Genuine, and Trustworthy,” the line is an authentic 

range of problem-solution formulas with a heritage of efficacy. Many of the 

products are not only true to the original formularies but also named for the 

doctors who created them or the patients for whom they were initially made, 

continuing to tell a story of C.O. Bigelow’s apothecary tradition.
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Fruity fragrance top notes of juicy watermelon, citrus and 

pear with mid notes of clean French lavender, watery orchid, 

geranium and violet with a dry down of honey, woods, musk 

and vanilla. Based on an original formulary fragrance found in 

our archives, which dates back to 1838.

TOP NOTES
Fruity Watermelon, 

Citrus and Pear
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Clean French Lavender,

Watery Orchid, Geranium 
and Violet

BASE NOTES
Honey, Woods, Musk and 

Vanilla

AQUA MELLIS
C.O.BIGELOW | AQUA MELLIS

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 25g / 0.88 oz*
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
400 ml / 13.52 fl. oz
cm 7 x 21.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO 

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

Bottle 40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

* available on request
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A fragrance that evokes a sense of peace, rich in lavender notes 

and minty freshness, with a head of fresh citrus (orange) and 

aromatic peppermint, Dutch lavender and marjoram, on a floral 

rose body and a musky base, poudré with tobacco touches.

TOP NOTES
Fruity Watermelon, 

Citrus and Pear
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Clean French Lavender,

Watery Orchid, Geranium 
and Violet

BASE NOTES
Honey, Woods, Musk and 

Vanilla

LAVENDER &
PEPPERMINT

C.O.BIGELOW | LAVENDER & PEPPERMINT

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 20g / 0.71 oz
45g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Bottle

I
40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz
60 ml / 2 fl.oz

40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz
60 ml / 2 fl.oz

SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

BATH SALTS

MOUTHWASH

Meta Dispenser

W X
30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH
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C.O.BIGELOW | LAVENDER & PEPPERMINTC.O.BIGELOW | LAVENDER & PEPPERMINT

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz

SOAP IN BOX

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

Globetrotter Kit* 8 ml / 0.3 fl. oz LIP BALM

HAND CREAM

NIGHT CREAM

DAILY MOISTURE

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Amenities Tray* cm 25 x 15 x 0.3

* available on request
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C.O.BIGELOW | LAVENDER & PEPPERMINT

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 4.5 x 8.5 x 1.5
cm 5 x 13 x 2.9
cm 2.7 x 16.5 x 2.5

VANITY KIT

SHOWER CAP

SHOE SHINE SPONGE* 

SEWING KIT*

SHAVING KIT 

DENTAL KIT

* available on request
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A fresh citrus fragrance infused with exotic coriander leaves 

and lime.  This uplifting scent combines citrus and florals, such 

as lime, lemon, yuzu, white freesia lotus, mixed with a base of 

white musk and vanilla powder.

TOP NOTES
Lime and Mint 

MIDDLE NOTES
Lemongrass, Coriander 

Leaf and Basil

BASE NOTES
Musk and White Woods

LIME &
CORIANDER

C.O.BIGELOW | LIME & CORIANDER

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 25 g / 0.88 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Bottle 40 ml / 1.35 oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO 

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH*

* available on request
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C.O.BIGELOW | LIME & CORIANDER

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

C.O.BIGELOW | LIME & CORIANDER

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 3 x 8.5 x 3
cm 5 x 13 x 2.9
cm 2.7 x 16.5 x 2.5

VANITY KIT

SHOWER CAP

SHOE SHINE SPONGE* 

SEWING KIT*

SHAVING KIT 

DENTAL KIT

* available on request
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Dermatologically tested on sensitive skin, formulated to reduce 

the risk of allergic reactions, preservative free, surfactants 

based on olive oil from organic agriculture, SLES and SLS-free 

surfactants, without petroleum-based ingredients, without 

colouring substances, not tested on animals.

LITTLE CHEMIST

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Little Chemist Set 30 ml / 1 fl. oz

10 pz.

BATH WASH

CONDITIONING SHAMPOO 

MOISTURIZING CREAM

BABY WIPES

C.O.BIGELOW | LITTLE CHEMIST

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS
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Once upon a time…

Existed a story of love and friendship that lasted 40 years between 

Christiane, Yves and Desmond, three transdisciplinary creators from the 

worlds of architecture, theatre and painting.

Once upon a time, there were three multiskilled idealists, three free and 

cultivated poets, three aesthetes and artists, who where united by their 

taste for travel and great civilizations, and a shared sense of beauty.

Once upon a time, three “marchands de rien” (purveyors of trifles) sold only 

what they loved, what they discovered, redecorated and repurposed in the 

course of their inspired travels.

Once upon a time, there were decorative items, scented candles and the 

perfumes – because, ultimately, smells, more than any element, serve as 

bearers of memory to inspire, and encourage the imagination to wander.
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L’Art du Soin is a poetic experience, a sensorial product line 

designed for the well-being of both the body and soul.

The fruity sparkle of bergamot, the tangy zest of green mandarine, 

and the citrusy, honey-kissed taste of neroli. A fabulous fushion 

of freshness that awakens the body and stimulates the mind, 

echoing the invigorating waterfalls of Calabria. The bright 

scent of orange blossoms, like a morning breeze, refreshes the 

sleeping skin, leaving it soft and replenished.

L’ART DU SOIN

TOP NOTES
Mint

 
MIDDLE NOTES

Lemon and Verbena

BASE NOTES
Musk and Vanilla

DIPTYQUE | L’ART DU SOIN

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 30 g / 1.05 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Bottle 50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz
110 ml / 3.72 fl. oz*

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube* 50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V
250 ml / 8.45 fl. oz
cm 5.8 x 15.8 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY CREAM

HAND CREAM

HAND WASH

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO 

CONDITIONER

BODY CREAM

HAND CREAM

HAND WASH*

Aluminium Tube 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz HAND CREAM

FACE CREAM*

* available on request
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PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl.oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl.oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE

Ancillaries Set* 10 ml / 0.33 fl.oz HAND CREAM ALUMINIUM TUBE

FACE CREAM  ALUMINIUM TUBE

DIPTYQUE | L’ART DU SOIN

* available on request
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FOTO
BRAND

D.S. & DURGA was founded by David & Kavi Moltz. We started from 
scratch and did it our way (more Sid than Sinatra). We were pioneers in 
the DIY Brooklyn movement and began by turning things we loved into 
scented stories of cowboys, open terrain, Russian novel characters, 
and folk songs - all packed into handstamped boxes in our Bushwick 
apartment. Attention to detail and the importance of human hands are 
are still vital to our process today.

D.S. & DURGA is one of the only fragrance brands whose perfumer sits 
at the helm. Our scents evolve from carefully crafted narratives for a 
sensory experience that extends beyond just smell. Each perfume has 
stories, photos, films, and playlists.

Kavi approaches her work like the architect she was trained to be. 
Thinking in angles, light, shadow, and texture, Durga seeks clarity in 
form and function. She builds buildings for our scents, cities for our 
universe.

D.S. taught himself how to make perfume by completely immersing 
himself in all things fragrant. He is dedicated to translating musical and 
literary spaces into scent. Each fragrance is conceived and construct- 
ed by D.S. exclusively. Our perfumes are all made in New York City - 
fragrances formulated in Brooklyn, bottles filled in the Bronx.

D.S. & DURGA AIMS TO CREATE FRAGRANCES THAT LIVE ON THE 
LEVEL OF GREAT MUSIC, PAINTING, AND LITERATURE. A PERFUME 
IS A WORLD YOU CAN RETURN TO OVER AND OVER AGAIN — 
A KEYHOLE INTO FAR OFF PLACES — MATERIAL AND IMAGINARY.

D.S. & DURGA aims to create fragrances that live on the level of great music, 

painting, and literature. A perfume is a world you can return to over and over 

again — a keyhole into far off places — material and imaginary.  Perfume is 

armchair travel.

D.S. & DURGA is one of the few fragrance brands whose perfumer sits at the 

helm. Their scents are rich narratives that expand beyond the bottle - each 

perfume has a story, linear notes, a playlist, photos, & films.

D.S. & DURGA was founded in New York City by David & Kavi Moltz. 

“We started from scratch and did it our way (more Sid than Sinatra). We were 

pioneers in the DIY Brooklyn movement and began by turning things we loved 

into scented stories of cowboys, open terrain, Russian novel characters, and 

folk songs – all packed into hand stamped boxes in our Bushwick apartment. 

Attention to detail and the importance of human hands are still vital to our 

process today.”

David is a self-taught perfumer – something virtually unheard of in the fragrance 

industry. Kavi, who designs all of the packaging, approaches her work like the 

architect she was trained to be.

All D.S. & DURGA perfumes are made in New York City - formulated in Brooklyn, 

filled in the Bronx.
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Rainwater in eucalyptus groves off Highway 1. A fragrance 

drawn from epic California coastal drives: top down, 

motorway boogie, winds whip around each bend. Jaw-

dropping bridges, tiny beaches, and stoic mountains loom 

in the land of seekers, songsters, and mystics. 

BIG SUR
AFTER RAIN

TOP NOTES
Coastal Rain, Eucalyptus 

Shoot
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Magnolia, Pacific Spray

BASE NOTES
Eucalyptus Leaf, Wet 

Wood

DS&DURGA| BIG SUR AFTER RAIN

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box* 30 g / 1.05 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

* available on request
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The wild shrill of Black Francis coming through the radio in 

the August heat. Ripe fig, iris, coconut milk, tonka and dry 

blond woods.

DEBASER

TOP NOTES
Bergamot, Green Leaf, 

Pear Stem 

MIDDLE NOTES
Fig, Coconut Milk, Iris

BASE NOTES
Blond Woods, Tonka 

Bean, Moss

DS&DURGA| DEBASER

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box* 45 g / 1.59 oz SOAP

Bottle* 50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 11 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY CREAM

* available on request
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First released in 1989, the ETRO fragrance collection envisages perfumes as an 

art of the intellect and a striking artisan alchemy that infuses timeless memories 

with inebriating emotions to become purely sophisticated essences.

Entirely crafted in-house, in collaboration with expert maître parfumeurs, the 

collection features 23 universal blends comprised of eaux de toilettes and 

eaux de perfumes.

The range further includes the bath line and ambient fragrances – exemplified 

in green and fuchsia, respectively – for a complete and enveloping olfactory 

journey to awaken all senses while transporting them to faraway confines and 

yet unexplored sensations.

In this broad and evocative range, natural ingredients take center stage 

wafting through zesty spices and lavish incenses towards warm woody notes 

intermingling with resins, herbs, and citrus fruits.

Exuding the brand’s vision of flair and fascination, ETRO’s fragrance collection 

is an immersive and caressing universe to explore, discover, and enjoy every 

day in ever changing ways. As the newest experience added to this choral 

narrative extends beyond the customary routine to deliver an inventive ritual 

of self-expression, different fragrances can also juxtapose and interweave like 

the precious threads of a beautiful fabric.
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Udaipur encapsulates the primary inspirations of the Maison, 

reinterpreted them through the varied nuances of a fragrance 

that evokes both summer in the Mediterranean and the gardens 

of the Maharaja. The Sambac jasmine with its angelic and noble 

petals represent blessings during nuptial rites, bestowing grace, 

good luck and romanticism.

This fragrance is a hymn to the skill of Italian artisans, to the 

magic of India and the many connections between these two 

worlds, which over time has woven a tale of the imagination.

EDEN
(UDAIPUR)

ETRO | EDEN (UDAIPUR)

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped* 45 g / 1.58 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Meta Dispenser*

V X
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY CREAM

* available on request
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ETRO | EDEN (UDAIPUR)

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

30 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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From the name of an ancient Moroccan palace, a perfume that 

visualises contemplation lost in a sacred garden, in the balmy 

dusk, the air heavy with oriental jasmine. A refuge for the soul 

where we can find, when needed, energy and equilibrium, an 

escape from the world and the everyday to wrap ourselves in 

the energy of a new spirituality.

PALAIS JAMAIS

TOP NOTES
Bergamot, Lemon,

Coriander, Cardamom

MIDDLE NOTES
Arabian Jasmine, 

Palmarosa, Paraguay 
Petitgrain, Maté 

Absolute, Pepper, Birch 
Wood

BASE NOTES
Vetiver, Oakmoss,

Clary Sage

ETRO | PALAIS JAMAIS

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped* 25 g / 0.88 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Bottle*

I
40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz
125 ml / 4.22 fl. oz

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

BATH SALTS

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V
250 ml / 8.45 fl. oz
cm 5.5 x 14.1 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

* available on request
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ETRO | PALAIS JAMAIS

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz

125 ml / 4.22 fl.oz

2 PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

BATH SALTS BOTTLE

Is New Tradition, the sum of artisan know-how and creative experimentation.

The entrepreneurial venture began in 1968, when Gimmo Etro, the brand’s visionary founder, launched 

a production of highly prestigious fabrics using noble and natural fibres, which he embellished with 

original designs and innovative colour ways.

In 1981 the furnishing textiles line made its debut. The Paisley motif used to enrich the first collection 

was set to become the Etro mark of identity.

The product range added another string to its bow in 1984 with leather goods and the bag and travel 

bag collection in Paisley jacquard fabric, which, thanks to its special resin finish, was to become a 

symbol of pure elegance.

In 1986 Etro launched the home accessories and complements collection, thus consolidating the 

brand’s lifestyle concept.

The creation of the Etro Perfumes division in the late 1980s was a natural consequence and today the 

collection extends to exclusive fragrances and a dedicated boutique.

The 1990s saw the unveiling of the first men’s and women’s prêt-à-porter collections, their inventive 

and recherché style earning the label instant recognition.

The materials, the workings and a special talent with prints are what make Etro unique and unrepeatable.

The Brand
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Pegaso, the name that embodies the symbol of the house of Etro 

itself. A heraldic figure for a perfume that marries the modernity 

of citrusy freshness with the classicism of the villages of Umbria 

and Tuscany.

PEGASO

TOP NOTES
Bergamot, Cedarwood, 

Neroli Bigarade

MIDDLE NOTES
Basil, Pepe, Iris

BASE NOTES
Cedarwood, Benzoin, 

Rockrose

ETRO | PEGASO

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped* 45 g / 1.58 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z
400 ml / 13.52 fl. oz
cm 7 x 21.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

Aluminium Tube* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz HAND CREAM

Aluminium Jar* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM

* available on request
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ETRO | PEGASO

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz
 
30 ml / 1 fl.oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl.oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE 

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE 

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE 

Ancillaries Set* 10 ml / 0.33 fl.oz HAND CREAM ALUMINIUM TUBE

LIP BALM ALUMINIUM JAR
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Five Wits is a luxury haircare brand founded by renowned stylist and owner of 

The Blackstones Collective in New York City, Joey Silvstera.

Five Wits is named after our five inward senses, which centuries ago were 

coined our five wits:

IMAGINATION. FANTASTY. WIT. INTUITION. MEMORY.

The five wits are what distinguish each of us to be the unique characters that 

we are. They are the creative forces behind how we express ourselves.

The Five Wits brand believes in the power of individual creativity and the power 

of personal presentation, It is a brand of quiet eco-lunxury in an increasingly 

loud space. With a refined aesthetic, Five Wits formulas stand apart with a 

singular, gender-free fragrance and by always being sulfate-free.

Five Wits embodies NYC’s creative energy with high-performance, results-

driven formulas that satisfy the most discenring clientele.

The products’ formulas have been tested and perfected over the last 6 years in 

The Blackstones Collective flagship location in NYC. Joey’s ethos on unlocking 

hair’s natural potential with an ease and efortlessness is bottled in a full range 

of hair and body formulas.
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This incredibly refreshing fragrance launches with super 

fresh Italian lemon combined with a complex olive 

flowers accord. Sheer jasmine has been woven into a 

blend of melon & cucumber notes, which is wonderfully 

complimented with the warmth of cardamom, lavandin 

and musks, evoking a green olive tree in bloom.

PEPO + OLIVE
FIVE WITS | PEPO + OLIVE

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Soap in Flowpack 30 g / 1.05 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Tube 40 ml / 1.35 oz SHOWER GEL

BODY LOTION

Bottle 40 ml / 1.35 oz SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
400 ml / 13.52 fl. oz
cm 7 x 21.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM
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FIVE WITS | PEPO + OLIVE

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz
 
40 ml / 1.35 oz

SOAP IN FLOWPACK

SHOWER GEL TUBE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION TUBE

* available on request
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In a year that has seen a great deal of change we are proud to say we 

remain an independent family owned business, and have been for 290 

years. Based in the elegant quarter of St James’s, Floris is proud to be the 

standard bearers of perfumery expertise in London. Nine generations of 

perfume creation has taught us the emotive power of scent and the skill 

required to create perfumes of unmistakable quality.

Our ancestor Juan Famenias Floris travelled from Minorca to London and 

married his English Sweetheart, Elizabeth. Together they established a 

working perfumery which is still in use today.

As the oldest independent perfumery in England, we have developed a 

sustainable yet innovative approach, long lasting relationships with our 

customers, as well as finding ethical ways to access the world’s most 

precious perfume.

Made in Britain, using the finest essential oils and essences gathered 

from around the world. We are proud to add new fragrance creations to 

the repertoire of our forefathers and be custodians of Floris for future 

generations.

We have been proud suppliers to the Royal Household since 1800, receiving 

our first Royal Warrant by a reigning monarch as “smooth pointed comb 

maker” to HM King George IV.

The perfumer’s art can ignite the senses and vividly recall our memories, 

enriching the most precious experiences in our lives. Creating scents that 

evoke emotion, make you feel special, or mark an important moment for 

you is essential to us.
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Cefiro is a fragrance perfectly suited for men and women, 

with crisp lemon and lime, punctuated with bergamot and 

mandarin, warmed by spicy notes of cardamom and nutmeg 

on a fresh floral jasmine heart that leads to a clean, musky, 

woody base. 

TOP NOTES
Bergamot, Lemon, Lime, 

Mandarin, Orange

MIDDLE NOTES
Cardamom, Jasmine, 

Nutmeg

BASE NOTES
Cedarwood, Musk, 

Sandalwood

CEFIRO

NOTE:
Cap with

logo engraved

FLORIS | CEFIRO

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 30 g / 1.05 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Bottle 50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH*

* available on request
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FLORIS | CEFIRO

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl.oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1 fl.oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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Grown Alchemist is built on a profound understanding of the connection 

between the health inside your body and the story told through your skin.

And by creating health in the body through repairing and restoring cellular

function, revealing your biological beauty. Function = Beauty.

Founded by brothers, Jeremy and Keston Muijs, with over twenty years 

of formulation research and development, Grown Alchemist is leading the 

charge in a new generation of biologically advanced nutricosmetics, skincare, 

bodycare, haircare and treatments all designed to treat the skin from the 

inside out and outside in. Their products work in synchronicity with the skin: 

restoring skin function, detoxing the dermis, then activating skin function 

using the latest natural cell-communicating ingredients including Neuro-

Peptides, Tetra-Peptides, Tocotrienols, and advance Hygroscopic actives.

Grown Alchemist has understood the importance of using active, natural 

ingredients in skincare as well as nutricosmetics and advanced treatments, 

in order to stimulate the biological functions that support healthy skin. As a 

brand, Grown Alchemist have formulated beauty solutions that serve their 

audience from a functional AND ethical perspective, tied together with 

premium recyclable packaging that elevates their brand into a luxurious 

experience. That’s who they are at the core: a premium, clean beauty brand. 

A brand destination for the health conscious, wellness-savvy consumer. 

Helping your body reveal how amazing your skin can be.
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CHAMOMILE, BERGAMOT, ROSE - Bright and uplifting citrus 

notes leading into a warm soothing heart of Neroli and Chamomile, 

and finishes with an earthy impression of Rose Damascena 

and Rosemary Leaf. DAMASK ROSE, BLACK PEPPER, SAGE - 

Heart of Rose Geranium and Rose Damascena. Well-crafted 

juxtaposition of earthy Clary Sage and refreshing Black Pepper. 

MANDARIN, ROSEMARY LEAF - The introduction of Orange Peel 

and Tangerine lead into a heart of Rosemary Leaf. Warm, sensual 

and with a hint of vanilla. GERANIUM LEAF, BERGAMOT AND 

PATCHOULI - A fresh citrus burst of Bergamot, Sweet Orange 

and Lime, inviting the heart of Geranium Leaf and Ylang Ylang. 

Peru Balsam and Patchouli offer the lingering warmth. 

AMBER
COLLECTION

GROWN ALCHEMIST | AMBER COLLECTION

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 50 g / 1.76 oz SOAP

Bottle

I
50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube* 50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY CREAM

HAND WASH*

HAND CREAM*

Stand Alone Dispenser

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

HAND CREAM

FACIAL CLEANSER*

HYDRA REPAIR DAY CREAM*

* available on request
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Jonathan’s mission: to bring Modern American Glamour to your life.

How? By creating a foundation of timelessly chic furniture and accessorizing 

with abandon.

It all started with pottery. Jonathan first gave the wheel a spin at summer 

camp when he was 12 years old. He was obsessed with clay the moment 

he touched it. Unfortunately, his passion wasn’t always encouraged. After 

his college professor told him, “You have no talent. Move to New York and 

become a lawyer,” he attempted to comply, moving to the city and working in 

the entertainment biz. Three years later he quit and went back to the wheel.

 

In 1993, Barneys bought his collection of pots, and in 1998, he opened his 

first store.  Now he has stores located around the globe and his offerings 

span furniture, lighting, décor, and more.  His products – and iconic interior 

design projects such as the Parker Palm Springs – are all rooted in his 

commitment to outstanding design, impeccable materials, and unparalleled 

craftsmanship. 

 

His motto? If your heirs won’t fight over it, we won’t make it.
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Smells like: pink grapefruit, raspberry, French cassis, violet 

leaves, rose petal, grape leaf.

Feels like: New Year's Eve, silk-satin sheets, a million bucks.

CHAMPAGNE

TOP NOTES
Italian Lemon, Italian 

Bergamot
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Green Apple

BASE NOTES
Geranium, Blackcurrant, 

Berry, Rose

JONATHAN ADLER | CHAMPAGNE

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 30 g / 1.06 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Meta Dispenser 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH
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JONATHAN ADLER | CHAMPAGNE

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL TUBE

SHAMPOO TUBE

CONDITIONER TUBE

BODY LOTION TUBE
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Smells like: pink grapefruit, white grapefruit rind, green vine 

accords, pink freesia, passion fruit. Feels like: diving into a cold 

pool in the middle of a heat wave, a glass of champagne, a day 

at the spa.

GRAPEFRUIT

TOP NOTES
Grapefruit, Green and 

Fresh-cut grass
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Peach, Mango and 

Nectarine

BASE NOTES
Amber, Vanilla and Musk

JONATHAN ADLER | GRAPEFRUIT

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 30 g / 1.06 oz
45 g / 1.58 oz*

SOAP

Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

* available on request
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JONATHAN ADLER | GRAPEFRUIT

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL TUBE

SHAMPOO TUBE

CONDITIONER TUBE

BODY LOTION TUBE
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Travel has always been synonymous with discovery and personal enrichment.

An experience that through colors, tastes and traditions significantly 

changes the way we see and experience everyday things.

Welcome to the world of LERBALISTA - Body & Spirits, where nature 

and creativity combine in a unique and original way, creating a perfect 

combination for body and mind.

Original blends of fragrances interpret the most familiar body care products. 

At the same time, such olfactory notes are transformed into cocktail 

recipes with an unforgettable aroma and taste. This is the magic of talented 

mixologist Oscar Q, renowned for his ability to create unconventional drinks.

His originality lies in transforming these recipes into fragrances, giving the 

opportunity to be enveloped by a cloud of scent that leads back to the 

pleasure of the palate.
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A fresh and floral opening, followed by the calming fragrance 

of lavender and enriched by the fresh persistence of camphor.

The formulation of the products is ECOLABEL.

FICONDA

TOP NOTES
Artemisia, Geranium

and Broom
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Lavender and Cypress

BASE NOTES
Camphor, Cedar wood

and Guaiac wood

LERBALISTA | FICONDA

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box* 30 g / 1.05 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY  CREAM

* available on request
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LERBALISTA | FICONDA

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

PLEAT BOX SOAP

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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An aromatic, spicy and fresh fragrance, with notes of lemon 

and pepper, accompanied by the freshness of rosemary and 

caressed by the warm notes of vanilla.

NERHOULI

TOP NOTES
Lemon, Pink pepper

and Black pepper
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Rosemary, Juniper and 

White Thyme

BASE NOTES
Oak Moss, Vanilla

and Cashmere

LERBALISTA | NERHOULI

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 20 g / 0.7 oz SOAP

Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY CREAM
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LERBALISTA | NERHOULI

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 20 g / 0.7 oz

30 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

2 PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL TUBE

SHAMPOO TUBE

CONDITIONER TUBE

BODY LOTION TUBE
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Founded in new york city in 2004, MALIN+GOETZ combines trusted natural

ingredients with advanced technology to create uncomplicated luxury 

skincare, fragrance and candles for modern living. formulated with sensitive

skin in mind, we enhance the performance of traditional apothecary 

ingredients to create gentle, yet effective formulas suitable for all skin types 

and all genders. we believe in a “less is more” approach when it comes 

to skincare, which starts from the top of your head down to your toes. 

our 2-step system – cleanse+hydrate – was designed to deliver healthy and 

balanced skin through a great cleanser and moisturizer, delivering more 

benefits with fewer steps. we are always striving to build a more sustainable 

future through thoughtful formulation and packaging practices. all our 

products are cruelty-free and made in the local new york area.

Smart (uncomplicated) solutions for all skin types, even the most sensitive.
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Botanical: calming lavender is fused with an earthy blend of wild + 

rose geranium while orange + lime peels invigorate the senses. the 

uplifting notes of palmarosa and rose extract meld with cooling 

spearmint and bright grapefruit to create a refreshing scent.

Peppermint is invigorating, cooling and refreshing.

Cilantro is calming, soothing, fresh, green.

BOTANICAL
MALIN+GOETZ | BOTANICAL

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 30 g / 1.05 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube 50 ml / 1,69 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz HAND CREAM

Aluminium Jar 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM

Stand Alone Dispenser

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH*

HAND & BODY CREAM

* available on request
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MALIN+GOETZ | BOTANICAL

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Ancillaries Set* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz HAND CREAM ALUMINIUM TUBE

LIP BALM ALUMINIUM JAR
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Peppermint, Rum, Vitamin B5 and Cilantro are natural 

perfumes, provided with a single note. They are used for 

their specific therapeutic properties. Peppermint is used for 

its holistic benefits and well-known for its stimulating effect 

on the scalp, as well as for being cleansing and antibacterial. 

Bay Rum updates its traditional, apothecary origin among 

the perfumes: it has been a pillar in those environments for 

centuries. By using it, the modern pharmacist mixes tradition 

and modernity.

ESSENTIALS
MALIN+GOETZ | ESSENTIALS

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 30 g / 1.05 oz
50 g / 1.75 oz

SOAP - RUM

Bottle

I
40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz SHOWER GEL - RUM

SHAMPOO - PEPPERMINT

CONDITIONER - CILANTRO

BODY LOTION - VITAMIN B5

Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL - RUM

SHAMPOO - PEPPERMINT

CONDITIONER - CILANTRO

BODY LOTION - VITAMIN B5

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL - RUM

SHAMPOO - PEPPERMINT

CONDITIONER - CILANTRO

HAND WASH - RUM 

HAND & BODY CREAM - VITAMIN B5

* available on request
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MALIN+GOETZ | ESSENTIALS

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 50 g / 1.76 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

BOXED SOAP

SHOWER GEL TUBE

SHAMPOO TUBE

CONDITIONER TUBE

BODY LOTION TUBE

Amenities Tray* cm 25 x 15 x 0.3 h 

MALIN+GOETZ | ESSENTIALS

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box cm 4.5 x 8.5 x 1.5
cm 4.5 x 8.5 x 1.5
cm 4.5 x 8.5 x 1.5
cm 4.5 x 8.5 x 1.5
cm 5 x 13 x 2.9
cm 2.7 x 16.5 x 2.5

VANITY KIT

SHOWER CAP

SHOE SHINE SPONGE* 

SEWING KIT*

SHAVING KIT 

DENTAL KIT

* available on request
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GROUND-BREAKING LUXURY SKINCARE BRAND

Natura Bissé is a globally renowned luxury skincare company. Founded in 

Barcelona in 1979, is now passionately managed by the second generation 

of the Fisas family. 

Thanks to the expertise of skilled aestheticians, Natura Bissé understands that 

every skin has its own voice. This belief is the essence of the brand’s DNA, 

which fuses pioneering technology with the most delicate human touch in 

order to listen and adapt to the differing needs of each and every guest. 

The constant pursuit of excellence has led Natura Bissé to receive numerous 

awards including a three-time recognition as the “World Best Spa Brand” at 

the 2018, 2019 and 2020 World Spa Awards. 

With subsidiaries in Spain, United States, Mexico, United Kingdom and China 

and presence in 40 countries, Natura Bissé continues to expand around the 

world throughout the most distinguished luxury retailers and best-in-class spas.

True to its values of commitment to giving back, the brand helped establish 

the Ricardo Fisas Natura Bissé Foundation in 2008 to contribute to the 

well-being of people in vulnerable situations.
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100%
CHARITABLE AMENITIES

Natura Bissé allocates all profits of these amenities to the Oncology Aesthetics Program of 

the Ricardo Fisas Natura Bissé Foundation, an initiative that offers free advice and skincare 

treatments to help oncological patients feel and look better, thereby improving self-confidence 

and self-esteem. This program also addresses further objectives such as consolidating 

oncological aesthetics specialization through training courses for beauty therapists; encouraging 

volunteerism in the field, establishing partnerships with hospitals and patient associations and 

making the importance of oncological aesthetics known to others. 
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Subtle and soothing, Natura Bissé’s essential fragrance makes 

these products unique and unforgettable. With violet blossom 

and champaca top notes; rose, orchid and plum middle notes; and 

vanilla, blackberry, white musk and amaranth wood base notes, 

this aroma is pure elegance and understated sophistication.

TOP NOTES
Violet Blossom, 

Champaca

MIDDLE NOTES
Rose, Orchid, Plum

BASE NOTES
Vanilla, Blackberry, White 

Musk, Amaranth Wood

ROSEMARY
AND WHITE TEA

NATURA BISSÉ | ROSEMARY AND WHITE TEA

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 25 g / 0.9 oz*
45 g / 1.58 oz

SOAP

Paper Box* 50 g / 1.76 oz BODY WASH BAR

SHAMPOO BAR

Aluminium Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH*

* available on request
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NATURA BISSÉ | ROSEMARY AND WHITE TEA

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 25 g / 0.88 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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Ortigia is a small Italian soap and scent company founded in Sicily. The luxu-

rious range of soaps, scents, creams, candles and lotions are formulated 

using natural products indigenous to Sicily and inspired by the aesthetics, 

colors and scents of Italy’s most historic and tropical region. The base of all 

the products is natural perfume and natural ingredients: olive oil, vegeta-

ble glycerine, and organic colours. No SLS, nickel or silicone; products not 

tested on animals. Paraben free, the range uses traditional products with 

modern ethics and integrity. All Ortigia products are made by small family 

companies who pride themselves on the quality of their products.

The name Ortigia comes from the small island that lies at the edge of the 

ancient fortified city of Siracusa, on Sicily’s southeastern coast. The streets of 

Ortigia are crumbling baroque façades of great splendour looking out on 3 

sides to the sea. 

There are hundreds of orange & lemon groves – the only place where blood

oranges grow – also grapefruit trees, almonds, pistachios, saffron, vines, oli-

ves and cactus. The uniquely rich and layered culture that is found in Sicily 

today, has inspired the creation of the Ortigia range.
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Sicilian spring wild flowers. A soft & delicate combination of 

narcissus, wild iris and jasmine.

FLORIO
ORTIGIA | FLORIO

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped* 45 g / 1.58 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz

50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

Aluminium Tube* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM

HAND CREAM

Invisible Dispenser*

W Y Z
300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6 x 21 h

SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY CREAM 

* available on request
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ORTIGIA | FLORIO

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 45 g / 1.58 oz
 
30 ml / 1 fl. oz 

50 ml / 1.69 fl. oz

PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

 

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

Ancillaries Set* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM ALUMINIUM TUBE

HAND CREAM ALUMINIUM TUBE
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It was during the early 20th century, that an unprecedented innovation was 

on the brink of discovery. All it would take to come to fruition, would be the 

serendipitous encounter of these two great Parisian minds. The Chemist, a 

young handsome researcher, went out for a walk at the very edge of the 

noisy metropolis wearing his white lab coat. The 20th District was cobbled 

together with land and villages that at the time were outside the city limits. 

That part of town had always something mystical.

On that particular day the intensity of the fog was unnaturally entwined 

with the strange light in the clouds. The Chemist had walked that path many 

times on his way home from work, but only that day, in that odd misty light, 

did he notice an opening, something akin to a passageway in between the 

bushes. He decided to follow it.

With a quickened heartbeat, and an insatiable curiosity, he stepped through 

the gap in the bushes. A secluded garden, something the likes of which 

he had never seen, revealed itself at the end of the pathway. Exotic plants, 

flowers of any and every color. A wave of aromas, blended in the air.

“This must be the secret 21st district”, he thought. Suddenly an old, stylish 

and Extravagant man stepped out from a shed. He wore a green velvet suit 

and thin glasses balanced on his nose as he carried a heavy jar. His look 

brought back a different era. This man was The Botanist.
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Thyme is a plant rich in essential oils with antioxidant and purifying 

properties. Its essence energizes and stimulates the mind and the 

body. The aroma is intense, warming, and slightly spicy.

This formulation is ECOLABEL certified.

SPICY THYME

TOP NOTES
Artemisia, Rosemary and 

Thyme

MIDDLE NOTES
Lily of the Valley, 
Cyclamen, Broom

BASE NOTES
Sun Flower and Musk

THE BOTANIST AND & THE CHEMIST | SPICY THYME

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 25 g / 0.88 oz SOAP

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH*

HAND & BODY CREAM

* available on request

SHOWER GEL 
SHAMPOO 

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY CREAM

500 ml / 16,90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19,6 h

Invisible Dispenser

W Y Z
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THE BOTANIST AND & THE CHEMIST | SPICY THYME

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 25 g / 0.88 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz 

SQUARED IN BOX

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE 

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE
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This light and refreshing fragrance takes its main notes from 

mandarin oils, enriched by subdle notes of patchouli and musk.

The overall scent is subdle, yet unforgettable and will leave a 

fresh feeling on the body all day long.

SWEET MANDARIN

TOP NOTES
Bergamot, Lemon

and Mandarin
 

MIDDLE NOTES
Rosemary, Eucalyptus 

and Lemongrass

BASE NOTES
Patchouli, Tea Tree

and Musk

THE BOTANIST AND & THE CHEMIST | SWEET MANDARIN

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Wrapped 20 g / 0.7 oz SOAP

Bottle 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

* available on request
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THE BOTANIST AND & THE CHEMIST | SWEET MANDARIN

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 20 g / 0.7 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz

2 PLEAT WRAPPED SOAP

SHOWER GEL BOTTLE

SHAMPOO BOTTLE

CONDITIONER BOTTLE

BODY LOTION BOTTLE

* available on request
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Dermatologically tested on sensitive skin, Formulated to reduce 

the risk of allergic reactions, Preservative free, Surfactants 

based on olive oil from organic agriculture, SLES and SLS-free 

surfactants, without petroleum-based ingredients, without 

colouring substances, not tested on animals.

VERY YOUNG 
PEOPLE 

THE BOTANIST AND & THE CHEMIST | VERY YOUNG PEOPLE

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

V.Y.P. Set* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz DELICATE LIQUID CLEANSER

SHAMPOO 

MOISTURIZING SOOTHING CREAM

SPONGE

* available on request
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Born in 2010, TOILETPAPER is an artist’s magazine created and produced 

by Maurizio Cattelan and photographer Pierpaolo Ferrari.

Since the first issue TOILETPAPER has created a world that displays 

ambiguous narratives and a troubling imagination. Combining commercial 

photography with twisted narrative and surrealistic imagery.

The result is a publication that is itself a work of art which, through its 

accessible form as a magazine, and through its wide distribution, challenges 

the limits of the contemporary art economy.

Born in 2010, TOILETPAPER is an artist’s magazine created 
and produced by Maurizio Cattelan and photographer  
Pierpaolo Ferrari.  

Since the first issue TOILETPAPER has created a world that 
displays ambiguous narratives and a troubling 
imagination. Combining commercial photography  
with twisted narrative and surrealistic imagery.  

The result is a publication that is itself a work of art which, 
through its accessible form as a magazine, and through  
its wide distribution, challenges the limits  
of the contemporary art economy.

FOUNDERS

!3
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Seletti is a story of vision and evolution. 
Established in 1964 in Cicognara, Mantova  
by Romano Seletti. Seletti became a true 
pioneer of importing products for the home 
- objects in bamboo, tableware and cloth - 
typical Chinese products for the era.  

The 1980’s were a time of growth and the 
channels of distribution underwent drastic 
changes. The next generation of the Seletti 
family, Stefano and Miria, brought new 
energy to the business, transforming the 
company through large distribution systems 
and special collaborations with art and 
photography. 

https://www.seletti.it/toilet-paper/
COLLECTION of tableware and objects born out of the collaboration between 
TOILETPAPER & SELETTI

!19

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

SELETTI
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A collection with a unique character which conveys the passion 

and fun of its creators. The idea of beauty in this line starts 

from the image, a pleasure involving all the senses and which 

stimulates imagination, so that everyone can indulge in an ecsta-

tic, perfumed and surreal world where everything is possible.

Colored snakes caressing your hair.

Humanoid flowers looking at you while you look after your body. 

Hands with lipsticks for your hands.

BEAUTY
COLLECTION

 TOILET PAPER | BEAUTY COLLECTION

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Flow Pack* 30 g / 1.05 oz SOAP

Paper Box* 50 g / 1.76 oz SOAP “EGGS”

SOAP “WORLD”

SOAP “SAUSAGE”

Aluminium Tube* 30 ml / 1 fl. oz BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION 

HAND WASH

* available on request
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TOILET PAPER | BEAUTY COLLECTION

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Solid Cosmetic Kit* 50 g / 1.76 oz PAPER BOX SOAP

PAPER BOX SHAMPOO BAR

PAPER BOX BODY WASH BAR
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Welcome to Votary  
 a moment of self-care and wellness on your journey.  

“I am passionate about the skin-transforming power of natural oils.  Plant oils are packed full of nature’s 

super-ingredients and are rich in soothing, glow-giving nutrients.  The Votary collection is made with our 

bespoke blends of natural oils so they absorb into your skin, feeding it and keeping it healthy and hydrated.”

Arabella Preston
co-founder Votary

VOTARY was founded by British makeup artist Arabella Preston and entre-

preneur Charlotte Semler in 2015. VOTARY is a beautiful edit of high perfor-

mance plant-powered skincare that harnesses the natural power of plant oils 

and active ingredients to deliver dewy, glowing, healthy skin. An exclusive 

global distribution strategy means their luxurious amenities range, designed 

exclusively for La Bottega, is only found in the very best hotels and spas. 

VOTARY have created a spa treatment menu, combining highly effective 

facial protocols, alongside aromatherapeutic body treatments. 

VOTARY products are vegan and cruelty free and only use 100% natural fragrance.  

The wholesome goodness of Chia and the botanical, purifying aroma of 

Rosemary, combine to create a truly unique, and 100% natural, unisex fra-

grance. Be transported to a cool and calming herb garden and immerse 

yourself in natural purity.
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Natural plant oils are packed full of omega 3 fatty acids and are 

rich in anti-inflammatory and anti-ageing ingredients. Natural 

oils suit all skin-types. They help dry and dehydrated skin to re-

hydrate and recover, they restore a balance to combination skin, 

they reduce oiliness in oily skin (yes really!), and they reduce the 

appearance and recovery time of blemishes.

ROSEMARY
AND CHIA

VOTARY | ROSEMARY AND CHIA

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Paper Box 30 g / 1.05 oz
50 g / 1.76 oz*

SOAP

Aluminium Tube 30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz HAND CREAM

Aluminium Jar* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V X
500 ml / 16.90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19.6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND WASH

HAND & BODY CREAM

* available on request
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VOTARY | ROSEMARY AND CHIA

* available on request

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Gift Set* 30 g / 1.05 oz

30 ml / 1 fl. oz 

SQUARED IN BOX

SHOWER GEL ALUMINIUM TUBE 

SHAMPOO ALUMINIUM TUBE

CONDITIONER ALUMINIUM TUBE

BODY LOTION ALUMINIUM TUBE

Ancillaries Set* 10 ml / 0.33 fl. oz LIP BALM ALUMINIUM JAR

HAND CREAM ALUMINIUM TUBE
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Argan Oil has always been known for its nutritional and moisturizing properties. 

The rich notes of Black Currant mixed with the sweet scent of musk and white 

flowers of this Collection, regenerates the senses and the mind.

Imagine walking in a semi-desert place, where dry winds blow and the soil 

cracks due to the lack of water. This is where Argan plants grow. With wide 

and rounded crowns, dark green, leathery leaves and gnarled trunks, these 

remarkable trees survive the difficult conditions of the Souss plain, giving 

life to a precious fruit, whose oil has surprising properties.

Our Argan Oil regenerates, revitalizes and gives the skin an almost magical 

lightness. An unforgettable moment for the selfcare.

Extremely rich in vitamin A, vitamin E, Omega-6 and anti-oxidants, this 

unique oil, called “liquid gold”, comes from the kernels that grow on the 

argan trees native to Morocco and has been traditionally used to improve 

the health of skin, hair and nails. It contains a number of different beneficial 

properties that form a powerful combination. Between them, the use of 

Argan oil prevails to moisturize and treat various skin conditions, it is used 

to protect from sun damage and has important antioxidant effects.

In addition, La Bottega’s Argan is very effective as an anti-aging treatment and 

thanks to its oil’s sebum-reducing capabilities, it can help to reduce oiliness of 

the skin. The Collection is specifically created for soothing the body and the 

mind, giving the bath experience a special and very fascinating allure.
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The essence of Argan oil gives moisture and shine the skin and 

hair. Enriched with notes of black currant that combined with 

the sweet scent of musk and white flowers regenerates the 

senses, transporting the mind to the colorful Moroccan lands.

TOP NOTES
Lemon, Star Fruits

 
MIDDLE NOTES

Mango, Papaya and 
Vanilla

BASE NOTES
Sandalwood, White Musk

ARGAN OIL
EXTRACT

ARGAN | ARGAN EXTRACT OIL

PACKAGING SIZE PRODUCTS

Pleat Wrapped Soap 25 g / 0.88 oz SOAP

Bottle 40 ml / 1.35 fl. oz SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Stand Alone Dispenser 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 5.3 x 20.5 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH
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BRACKETS 
FOR DISPENSERS
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BRACKETS

* available on request

BRACKET / META  W   SIZE PRODUCTS

Single*

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.24 fl. oz
cm 6.3 x 16 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

Double*

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.24 fl. oz
cm 13.2 x 15.9 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

Triple*

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 20.1 x 15.9 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

BRACKET / META  V   SIZE PRODUCTS

Single

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 6.3 x 18.4 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

Double*

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 13.2 x 18.4 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

Triple

3 Y Z
SIAM 300 ml / 10.14 fl. oz
cm 20.1 x 18.4 h - 7.9

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BLACK SOLID STEEL

BRACKETS

* available on request
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BRACKETS

* available on request

BRACKET / META  V SIZE PRODUCTS

Single*

3 Y 
OMEGA 500 ml / 16.9 fl. oz
cm 7.8 x 21.3 h - 8.7

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

Double*

3 Y 
OMEGA 500 ml / 16.9 fl. oz
cm 18.6 x 21.3 h - 8.7

MIRROR FINISH STAINLESS STEEL

BRACKET / META  V SIZE PRODUCTS

Single*

3 Y 
CHEMIST 500 ml / 16.9 fl. oz
cm 8.2 x 20.2 h - 8.9

BLACK SOLID STEEL

Double*

3 Y 
CHEMIST 500 ml / 16.9 fl. oz
cm 17.4 x 20.2 h - 8.9

BLACK SOLID STEEL

BRACKETS

* available on request
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AMENITY TRAYS 
FOR ALUMINIUM COLLECTIONS
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WATERPROOF
RESISTANT

STAIN 
RESISTANT

IMPACT
RESISTANT

CIGARETTE
RESISTANCE

SCRATCH
RESISTANT

PaperStone® is the new generation ecological material 

produced with recycled and certified FSC® paper, impregnated 

with a natural resin called PetroFree™ in that it does not contain 

compounds derived from petroleum. PaperStone® by its very 

nature is a material free of toxic substances, a non-porous 

material, compact and homogeneous throughout its thickness. 

In addition, its water-repellent surface is particularly sought 

after for use in public places as it does not facilitate the growth 

of mold and bacteria.

AMENITY TRAYS
FOR ALUMINIUM COLLECTIONS

BRACKET / META  V SIZE PRODUCTS

Round*

I 
Ø cm 8 x 0.6 h FOR 3 TUBES

BLACK PAPERSTONE

Rectangular*

I
cm 20 x 0.6 h - 12 FOR 4 TUBES 

BLACK PAPERSTONE

AMENITIES TRAY

* available on request
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@labottega_official

@labottegaofficial

ITALY 
Via Marco Polo, 2

60012 Trecastelli (An)

Ph +39 071791191

Showrooms 

ROMA

Via Sardegna, 38

Ph +39 0680691091

MILANO

Viale Washington, 36

Ph +39 0236537258

USA 
264 West 40th Street Suite 201

New York, NY 10018

Ph +1 6467752786

CHINA 
Room 202, Building 2, NO. 425 

Yan Ping Road, 

Jing’an District, 200042, Shanghai

Ph +86 21 6214 1126

ASIA 
11/F Si Toi Commercial Building, 

NO. 62 and 63 Connaught Road West 

and NO. 32 Queen Street Sheung Wan, 

Hong Kong 

Ph +852 3421 0969

UAE
Office1602, Ubora Tower 2, 

Business Bay, Dubai

Ph +971 508560653

SPAIN
c/Roger de Lluria 2, 2° 1a

08010 Barcelona

Ph +34 650 56 66 06

GERMANY
Theresienstrasse 19

80333 München

Ph +39 071791191

All brands shown in catalogue “08:30 AM - Dry Amenity & Ancillary Collections” are 
property of their respective owners. Their use is made with the only purpose of describing 
the products advertised. 

La Bottega
reserves the right to change, at any time, the technical specifications of any products 
illustrated in this catalogue and on the website www.labottega.com.

All our cosmetic products are 
LAV certified and not tested on animals.

November 2021
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